Motivation of Current Work ➢ NAH is a powerful tool to identify sound source
• Measurements can be taken away from the source and sound field can be visualized in three-dimensional space
• Large number of measurements is required to avoid different measurement errors: e.g., spatial aliasing, windowing errors, etc.
• Economically costly, and hard to perform
➢ Motivation
• Using as few microphone measurements as possible to accurately identify major sound source
• Encourage wider application of NAH in industry 1) Monopole-based Wideband Acoustical Holography (WBH) is able to identify sound source locations when the system is under-determined.
2) When there is only one major sound source present, the WBH can localize the sound source location and reconstruct the sound field. The reconstructed source distribution is more localized than the true source distribution at high frequency.
3) WBH has difficulty in separating two closely-positioned sound sources, the algorithm tends to identify two sources as one large source located in between the two sources, this is especially true at low frequency.
4) WBH with zero initial guess develops solution around strongest source and tends to ignore weaker sources 9
Compressive Sensing and Convex Optimization
• Under-determined system
• Low spatial sampling rate
• Nyquisit-Shannon sampling theorem
• Compressive Sampling (CS)
• Convex function
(y, f(y)) Total source strength 6 Total source strength 6
Total source strength 6.80
• Two separated sources were identified by Convex Optimization Total source strength 6 Total source strength 5.78 Total source strength 6.83
• Two separated sources were identified by Convex Optimization Total source strength 6 Total source strength 5.78 Total source strength 6.60
• Convex Optimization reconstruction result is more concentrated than WBH 
